
Reading group questions – YOURS CHEERFULLY by AJ Pearce 

1. Yours Cheerfully is the sequel to AJ Pearce’s bestselling debut, Dear Mrs Bird. 

The novel picks up just a few months after the end of Dear Mrs Bird, in 

September 1941. Set at the height of World War II, a challenging time for so 

many people, AJ’s books seek out the bright spots of everyday life: 

friendship, romance and family. But what is it about this time period that 

makes it so endlessly fascinating to a modern audience? 

2. Friendship is at the heart of AJ’s novels, and especially so in Yours Cheerfully. 

Talk about your experience of reading about Emmy and Bunty’s 

relationship. What is it that makes it so special? 

3. When Emmy meets Anne she is confronted by an aspect of war work she 

knows little about. Were you surprised to learn about munitions factories 

and the crucial role female workers played in the war during this time? Do 

you think it’s been adequately dramatized in books and film? And if not, do 

you think there is a cultural blindspot in terms of this time period and the 

role of women in it? 

4. Yours Cheerfully is a rare thing, it is full of heart, warmth and unforgettable 

characters. Most of whom are funny, decent and genuine people. And yet 

the novel sets out to confront many crucial societal issues. Chief among 

these is equality between men and women, and the broader theme of 

feminism. Do you feel as though there is a balance between these two things 

at work in the novel? And would you describe the novel as feminist? 

5. We meet quite a few new characters in Yours Cheerfully; who did you relate to 

the most? And who entertained you the most? 

6. Yours Cheerfully is a beautiful ensemble piece wherein each central character 

is beloved by the reader. There is also a unique set of supporting characters, 

namely the Woman’s Friend team and Anne’s colleagues at the factory. Did 

you enjoy being reunited with Emmy’s colleagues at the magazine? And did 

you feel like you got to know life at the factory? How much do these two 

groups say about the power of a supportive and inclusive working 

environment? 

7. Emmy and Bunty are very much at the forefront of the action in the novel, 

but of course, there are many portrayals of key male characters as well. Are 

the men in the story, for example, Mr Rice, Mr Collins and Charles, treated 

fairly by the novel? 

8. And finally, what do you think is in story for Emmy next? What will happen 

to her when you turn the final page of Yours Cheerfully? 


